A world in which all people participate in the stewardship of planet Earth.

Newsletter
Rotary International
It was an honor to be invited for the celebration on the
occasion of the 80th anniversary of Rotary Club of Bangalore
on July 6th, 2014. The chief guest at this function was the
Rotary International President Rtn. K. R. Ravindran, who gave
an inspiring talk with great personal stories of his experience
working with people around the world.
Rotary Bangalore Palmville and Rotary Bangalore Lakeside
jointly arranged a special meeting for the World Flag
presentation on July 27th, 2014. The talk was well received:
“There were very few speakers who have left such a mark on
the audience. Thank you for promoting a cause as Noble as
World Flag. We are proud to be associated with you.”
Two Rotary Bangalore Presidents, Rtn Anantha Bhat and Rtn
A. K. Balan, enthusiastically expressed interest in working on
projects with SEALOEarth on common strategic goals.
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Flag Hoisting Ceremony at the High School
Poornaprajna High School is a prestigious educational
institution in Karnataka. The Principal, Ms. Kirthi P Shetty,
staff, and over 150 students of Poornaprajna High School in
Yelahanka, Bangalore hoisted the World Flag on July 26th,
2014. Many thanks to the Honorary Secretary of Poornaprajna
Education Center, Mr. S. S. Hubli for the invitation.
The high school students were excited to learn about the
educational aspects of the World Flag that focused on the
interdependence of life on Earth. They asked many questions
and gave many, many meaningful suggestions on how
SEALOEarth can work on new initiatives focusing on the
environment.
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Bharat Scouts and Guides
The chairman of Asia Pacific Region of World Scouts
Committee, Mr. M. A. Khalid, and the National Secretary,
Bharat Scouts and Guides, Mr. M. A. K. Makki had arranged a
workshop on “Green World, Clean World” initiative with
SEALOEarth at Sri Sai College in Bangalore on July 26th,
2014.
Several Green Group leaders gave a presentation on the work
they had done in the past year. Certificates were given out
jointly on behalf of SEALOEarth and Bharat Scouts and Guide
to key volunteers for their outstanding generosity and
dedication to community service in the Green World Clean
World 2013-2014 campaign.
The workshop was a success. It surely helped us, SEALOEarth
and Bharat Scouts and Guides, in building a stage for a joint
venture.

.
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Tree Planting at the Research Institute
The Director of Poornaprajna Institute of Scientific Research
(PPISR), Dr. A. B. Halgeri, graciously hosted the visit to learn
about the latest scientific research in therapeutic drug
discovery as well as the World Flag initiative. Dr. K. Anand,
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, presented the vote
of thanks.
After learning about the environmental focus of SEALOEarth,
Dr. Chaitanya Hiremath was touched by the kind gesture
extended by Dr. Halgeri and his staff, who had arranged a tree
planting ceremony on their institute campus.

Thank you
SEALOEarth is grateful for the love and support of people
from all walks of life who genuinely want to help build a world
that is in harmony with nature.

Many People. Many Species.
One Earth. One Home.
Celebrate it.
-

Dr. Chaitanya Hiremath
______________________________________________
Please send your valuable feedback to:
info@sealoearth.org
______________________________________________
SEALOEarth is a 501c3 non-profit organization
World Headquarters: Boston, MA, USA
www.SealoEarth.org
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